
The SJCC Alcohol and Drug Studies Advisory 

Board is hosting our 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
  

 
 
 
 

This was the LARGEST response we have ever had, and you will 
see a variety of private and public program represented this year. 

Please review the bios attached and choose one from each category  - not just your 
own agency to make it fair. You can submit to www.mary.cook@sjcc.edu 

The winner will be announced at the event! 
  

We will be giving out six awards: 
1. Agency Award for Intern Development, chosen and awarded by the Advisory 

Board 
 

2. CD Counselor Role Model for Professionalism/ Outpatient Tx 
 

___Christina Miramon, Momentum for Mental Health ATS Outpatient 
___Polly Lin, AARH/Healthright360 
___Yvette Salas Augustine, Pathway Society Outpatient 
 
 

3. CD Counselor Role Model for Professionalism/ Residential Tx 
 

___Wendy Nolan, CADCII The Camp Residential 
___Calvin Temple, CADCII Advent Ministry 
___Leandra Canion, CADCII Pathways Society Residential 

  
 

4. Clinical Supervisor for Outstanding Clinical Supervision/ Outpatient 
 

___Chris Packham, LAADC New Life Recovery Services 
___Stacie Papineau, ACCI Outpatient  
 

30 Year ADS Program Anniversary 
 

Addiction Treatment Works Recognition 
Dinner 

Friday, September 10, 2021 
5:30-7:30 pm 

Mexican Heritage Plaza 
1700 Alum Rock Ave, San Jose 95116 

Chinampa Garden 
Formal Dress – An excuse for Glamour!!! 

Public Health protocols will be observed 
                
 

http://www.mary.cook@sjcc.edu


 
5. Clinical Supervisor for Outstanding Clinical Supervision/Residential 

 
___Maria Paz Gonzales Cordero, Pathway Society Residential 
___Michael Ybarra, Muriel Wright SUTS 

 
 

6 Rising Star Intern 
 

___Violet Thurman, RADT Momentum Mental Health MAT   
___Michael Li, RADT Caminar/Family Child Services 

 
 

PLEASE RETURN the nomination form for your fabulous colleagues by July 15, 2021 to 

 

mary.cook@sjcc.edu 

You can scan and upload 

Questions - mary.cook@sjcc.edu 

 

LEARN MORE ABOUT THE NOMINEES!!!!!! 

My name is Yvette Salas (Augustine), CADCII,  and I currently serve as an Intensive Outpatient Counselor within Pathway 
Society, Santa Clara. I am a graduate of San Jose City College ADS Program and acquired my CADC II Certification in 2005 
which I maintain today. Since this journey, I have had the privilege to serve in Santa Clara, San Francisco, Alameda Counties 
at various levels of care, special populations to include at risk, justice involved youth and adults, human beings from all 
walks of life as I have found no discrimination for those affected by this disease. I serve in the drug and alcohol 
rehabilitation field because I BELIEVE. I have had the profound honor to be a witness to an individual’s process of growth 
& life change; a consideration of what could be better, a reclaim of self discovery, worth, self esteem, a witness to courage, 
perseverance, inner strength for new beginnings or coming back, the victory of “taking power back”.  
 
Polly Lin, AMFT is a registered Associate Marriage and Family Therapist and Associate Professional Clinical Counselor 
working with adults and youth in outpatient substance use field at Asian American Recovery Services, a program of 
HealthRIGHT 360. Polly was drawn to the field after working for a year as a mental health clinician with the juvenile justice 
population and recognized how often her adolescent clients used substances to cope with life. She has been working in 
the field for three years and hopes to continue striving toward giving a person centered, strengths-based experience to 
every client no matter what stage of change they may be in. Polly hopes to leave a lasting impression on each client by 
lifting them up and empowering them to maintain changes in their lives. Above all, she hopes to convey authenticity and 
compassion for her clients. 
 
My name is Christina Miramon-Gomez CADCII and I work for Momentum for Health as an Addiction Counselor II, in the 
Intensive Outpatient Program. I began my journey as a counselor in 2011 as an intern for Family and Children Services and 
was offered a position as an Outpatient counselor in 2012. I have worked in the outpatient, jail education program, STEP 
program and Intensive outpatient/partial hospitalization. In 2019, I decided to move to Momentum for Health, where Dr. 
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Stacey Richardson gave me a new opportunity to help be a part of building the Addiction treatment program, and I have 
been working in Intensive outpatient through Momentum with a range of population from mental health to criminal 
justice. Sixteen years ago, many amazing people showed me a better way of life and gave me hope. I had never been so 
happy in my life, and I wanted to give that back to others. 
 
My name is Leandra Canion, CADCII.  I am a Residential Counselor at Pathway Mariposa. I have been a Counselor for 13 
years, and I have been in recovery for 17 years. I have personally experienced the devastation of addiction. My disease 
stripped me of everything that I loved and valued in life. In 1996, I had the opportunity to come to treatment (for the first 
time) at Mariposa. The bedroom that I was assigned to as a client, is now the office that I provide Counseling in. Recovery 
has brought me full circle. As a Counselor, I witness individuals come into treatment broken. I get to be part of their 
process of self-discovery and healing. I work along side them to inspire and motivate positive change. I am grateful that I 
am in a profession that I love, and that gives me meaningful purpose in my life. 

My name is Calvin Temple, CADCII and I have a Bachelor’s of Science degree in Counseling Psychology and a Certificate 
of Addictions Studies from William Jessup University. I am a CADC II have been employed at Advent Group Ministries as 
an addiction counselor in residential and outpatient services, and have been director of outpatient services since 2013. I 
am a recovering addict and I began working with teens approximately 32 years ago while doing H & I work in Juvenile 
Hall as a part of my own recovery journey. The stories and trials of the young men and touched me and I quickly 
developed a heart for them and for being of service to others. In closing, I’d like to say that I feel very blessed and 
fortunate to be a counselor and to have an opportunity every day to give to others what was and is, so freely given to 
me.   

My name is Wendy Nolen, CADCII and have been preparing for this job my whole life running the Parent Education 
Cooperative Nursery School through Santa Cruz City Schools Adult Education for 21 years until 2004. I am adding this to 
my bio is because this prepared me to work compassionately, and respectfully with parents and children; the most 
important component of being an Adolescent Drug and Alcohol Counselor. I retired from teaching in 2004 and went to 
work at The Camp in 2005, became a counselor in 2007 and Lead counselor in 2013. So much for retirement! There is 
nothing more rewarding to me than seeing the healing and change in the family unit. I also love The Camp, and consider 
it my second home and family. I am so honored that my hard working coworkers nominated me for this award when they 
work just as hard as I do. I feel deeply moved that they nominated me. 
 
My name is Stacie Papineau, Ph.D., LPCC. My educational background includes Master’s degrees in Counseling Psychology 
and Public Administration as well as Doctorate in Clinical Psychology with certifications in Neuro and Forensic Psychology. 
I am a certified alcohol and drug counselor (CADC) with specialty experience working with Veterans and active members. 
When human beings experience trauma or severe life stressors, it is not uncommon for their lives to unravel. My passion 
is bringing healing to people by creating pathways for post-traumatic historical growth. I know that no single approach is 
the right one for every individual, and so I have trained in a range of modalities to enhance my work with trauma and 
attachment including Sand Play, Sex Therapy, Somatic Experiencing, and EMDR. I am a fellow with the NAPA Infant Parent 
Mental Health Program at UC Davis and the Global Mental Health: Trauma and Recovery Program with Harvard University. 
 
My name is Chris Packham, LAADC, CCDS, CCS, WTS, CADTP; 12 years in the addiction field, Professional fight for 8 years, 
Martial Artist over 32 years. We live in the world of limitations. I believe the only limitations are those you set upon 
yourself. I have faith in our infinite potential, in being humble in success and confident in failure. My life taught me to 
work hard for what I want, I don’t fight for money- I fight for my legacy, I fight for my people. I am currently working at 
New Life Recovery Centers/ supervisor of IOP. My philosophy is to fight the circumstances and to create opportunities, to 
keep your peace of mind when the world around you is challenging that peace. I am sharing my experience in recovery 
that taught me that knowing is not enough- we must apply, that willing is not enough, we must do!  
 
My name is Dr. Michael C. Ybarra, I am the Program Director for Telecare’s first residential treatment program at Muriel 
Wright in San Jose. I am a recent Doctoral graduate from U.S.C., Suzanne Dworak-Peck School of Social Work. I have been 
working in Santa Clara County for the last 28 years specifically providing mental health, addiction treatment, training, 
supervision and social work best practices in our red-lined communities for youth and adults that are justice involved. As 
an East-Side San Jose native, I understand the struggles of our communities, the families that reside there and the limited 



resources hindering the healing of so many. Addiction treatment continues to be an essential service for so many that are 
trying to find the best versions of themselves. My goal will always be to advocate for individualized services specifically 
more addiction treatment programs to ensure everyone has an opportunity to be successful 
 
Maria-Paz Gonzalez Cordero, LMFT,  is a Licensed Marriage and Family Therapist in California and a Licensed 
Psychotherapist in Chile, her home country. As a bi-cultural/bilingual therapist, she has more than 10 years of clinical 
experience working in schools, hospitals, residential facilities, and outpatient settings, with a diverse population of 
individuals, groups, and families of different ages and cultural backgrounds. She started working in the SUD field 11 years 
ago, during her practicum in a dual diagnosis unit in a Psychiatric hospital in Chile. After that experience, she realized the 
systemic impact of recovery and the powerful generational healing that comes with it, so she looked for opportunities in 
California to return to that fulling work. She found that at Pathway Society, as a Clinical Supervisor at Pathway House, a 
male residential facility. 
 
Michael Li, RADT was exposed to the world of substance use counseling while working as an administrative staff with 
Asian American Recovery Services. The position gave light to the struggles and barriers faced by the recovery community; 
and encouraged him to want to provide support as a substance use counselor. His studies at San Jose City College led him 
to Family Children Services, where he has worked as a substance use counselor for the past 2 years. The experience has 
allowed Michael to grow in empathetic communication, while being given the opportunity to hear client’s narratives of 
resilience in the face of systematic barriers. Michael wants to continue to develop his skills as a counselor and take his 
experiences to build on being an advocate for the community to create systematic change. He hopes to also focus on 
providing services for the API and LGBTQ+ communities in the future. 
 
My name is Violet Thornton, RADT, and I began my practicum with Momentum ATS in September of last year until I was 
offered a full-time position as a Recovery Support Specialist.  My career with Momentum began in August of 1999 as an 
administrative assistant.  Even though my direct client experience is less than one year; indirectly, I have been supporting 
Momentum client’s (many of whom have co-occurring disorders) much of my adult life.  Addiction and mental illness run 
on both sides of my family and I, too, have had my own struggles.  I have lost many friends, lovers, and family members 
to addiction and it gives my life meaning to work toward lessening others’ suffering. After 21 years, I leave work each day 
amazed that I get the honor of working to promote healing: the ultimate "right livelihood."  
 

My name is Calvin Temple, CADCII and I have a Bachelor’s of Science degree in Counseling Psychology and a Certificate 
of Addictions Studies from William Jessup University. I am a CADC II have been employed at Advent Group Ministries as 
an addiction counselor in residential and outpatient services, and have been director of outpatient services since 2013. I 
am a recovering addict and I began working with teens approximately 32 years ago while doing H & I work in Juvenile 
Hall as a part of my own recovery journey. The stories and trials of the young men and women I worked with then were 
a lot like my own and I quickly developed a heart for them and for being of service to others. In closing, I’d like to say 
that I feel very blessed and fortunate to be a counselor and to have an opportunity every day to give to others what was 
and is, so freely given to me by others.   

 
 


